America's First Lutheran Jesuit?

By Anna Von Reitz

I am tired of all this nonsense about me being a Jesuit and an "Agent" of the Vatican.
If anyone wants to know --- I mean, really wants to know --- you can ask my home church in Black River Falls, Wisconsin -- Evangelical Lutheran. You can ask my Alma Mater -- St. Olaf College, in Northfield, Minnesota (oh, and that's a Norwegian Saint, and a Lutheran College for all the complete numbnutz out there).

My detractors keep posting pages from my book, Disclosure 101, as "proof" for their lies and other claims.

If anyone wants to know, everything about those pages and my unpaid "job" as a Notice-giver for Pope Benedict XVI is fully "exposed" for everyone including the gossip-mongers and other irresponsible ignorant and purposeful liars trolling the internet. Read the book. It's available on amazon.com.

Ditto, ditto, and ditto to "Decker Apfel" and "Decker Apel" and "Decker-Anything Else" , "Virgo Triad" and all the others winding their own saws.
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